


A NATIONAL SCIENCE CENTER

During most of the first half-century of its ex-
istence the Association’s headquarters were located
in the offices of its successive secretaries. In 1907

space was generously provided in the Smithsonian
Institution, where the Association conducted its af-

[airs until August, 1946, when, with the contribu-
tions of its members and many friends, it purchased
an entire block in central Washington, adjacent to
Scott Circle.
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There are five old residences on this site, one

of which now houses the staffs of the AAAS and the

American Psychological Association. The location
is ideal for a new building that will not only
accommodate the business and editorial offices of

the Association, but also serve science and scientists

more effectively.

Preliminary designs for such a structure have
been prepared, and plans are now being made to
raise an amount adequate to provide headquarters
that are in keeping with the place the Association
pccubies in American science.

AAAS

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Tacts about the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, which was

organized in 1848, is the oldest general
national scientific society on this con-
tinent. For more than a century it has

kept faith with its founders and has fulfilled with
steadily increasing success the high purposes for
which it was established:

To further the work of scientists.

To facilitate cooperation among scientists.
To improve the effectiveness of science in the
promotion of human welfare.
To increase public understanding and apprecia-
tion of the importance and promise of the
methods of science in human progress.

To carry out these objectives the Association, in
cooperation with its affiliated and associated socie-
ties, organizes and conducts meetings and confer-
ences for those interested in the various branches

of science and education; edits and publishes two
journals, SCIENCE and THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY;
publishes and distributes technical symposium vol-
umes; administers awards for scientific achievements

and excellence in press and magazine reporting;
and cooperates with other organizations for the
advancement of science.
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FOUNDED 1848 INCORPORATED 1874

Society for the Study of Education; National So-
ciety of College Teachers of Education.

Associated Societies: Canadian Teachers’ Federa-
tion; Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Delta Kappa; Pi Lambda
Theta.

General Science Societies (X)
Affiliated Societies: American Association of Sci-

entific Workers; American Association of University
Professors; American Geophysical Union; American
Library Association; American Nature Study So-
ciety; Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi; National
Association of Science Writers; Sigma Delta Epsilon.
Graduate Women’s Scientific Fraternity; Society of
the Sigma Xi; Special Libraries Association; United
Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa.

Associated Societies: American College Personnel
Association; American Society for Aesthetics; Biblio-
graphical Society of America; Chi Beta Phi Scien-
tific Fraternity; Gamma Alpha Graduate Scientific
Fraternity; Wilderness Society; Wildlife Society.

Affiliated Academies of Science
There are thirty-eight State Academies of Science

affiliated with the AAAS. These organizations are
self-sustaining through the payment of membership
dues. The Association contributes funds for special
projects through Academy Grants which are appor-
tioned according to the representation of each
academy in the membership of the Association.
In many cases other support, particularly for pub-
lications, is provided by state legislatures. Each year
the Association sponsors an Academy Conference
for the discussion of methods to improve the acqui-
sition and dissemination of scientific knowledge
through the cooperative efforts of the State Acad-
emies.



Tropical Medicine and Hygiene; American Veter-
inary Medical Association; Association of Military
Surgeons of the United States; Federation of Amer-
ican Societies for Experimental Biology; Geronto-
logical Society, Inc; International Association for
Dental Research, American Division; Society for Ex-
perimental Biology and Medicine; Society for In-
vestigative Dermatology; Society of American Bac
teriologists.

Associated Societies: American Academy of Op-
tometry; American Association of Colleges of Phar-
macy; American Association of Dental Schools;
American Dental Association; American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists; American Society of Medical
Technologists; Mississippi Valley Medical Society.

Agriculture (O) ;
Affiliated Societies: American Society for Horti-

cultural Science; American Society of Agronomy;
American Society of Animal Production; Society
of American Foresters.

Associated Societies: American Dairy Science As-
sociation; American Pomological Society; Associa-
tion of Official Seed Analysts; Gamma Sigma Delta,
the Honor Society of Agriculture; Potato Associa-
tion of America; Soil Conservation Society of Amer-
ica: Xi Siema Pi.

Industrial Science (P)
Affiliated Societies: American Industrial Hygiene

Association; American Society of Safety Engineers;
Society for Industrial Microbiology.

Education (Q)
Affiliated Societies: American Educational Re-

search Association; National Education Association;
National Science Teachers Association: National

MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION

Membership in the Association is open not only
to professional scientists, but also to other persons
who find in science pleasure, adventure, and oppor-
tunities for service to humanity. Professional
scientists have joined the Association because of the
broad scope of its scientific interests, because of its
journals and other publications, and perhaps even
more because of the opportunities it offers for co-

ordinating and integrating the natural sciences
with social progress. Other persons have joined the
Association in order to maintain contact with the

research that may modify human life or thought.
Science has become such an important factor in
industrial and social progress, and even in inter-

national relations, that large numbers of industrial
scientists mingle with their academic friends as
members of the Association, and many hundreds
of high-ranking officials in the scientific and mili-
tary departments of the Government are included
in its membership. Members who have made a
noteworthy contribution to science may be elected
Fellows of the Association as prescribed in the
Bylaws. At the time of the Philadelphia Meeting,
December, 1951, there were 48,500 members.

Applications for membership should be sent to
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

ANNUAL DUES £6.50



ORGANIZATION OF THE ASSOCIATION

The Association and its 232 affiliated and asso-

ciated societies are by far the largest and most in-
Auential group of related scientific organizations in
the world. "Technical societies bring together sci-
entists with similar interests but they also tend to
isolate their members from scientists whose interests

are in other fields. The organization of the Associa-
tion is such that it tends to retain the advantages
of the specialized meetings while it eliminates the
isolation. At an annual meeting of the AAAS the
16 sections and some 30 to 50 participating societies
and other organizations may convene and arrange
joint sessions and symposia.

At present the Association includes three Divisions
and sixteen Sections. It is governed by the Execu-
tive Committee under the authority and general
direction of the Council, a large body of prominent
scientists, about 260 in number, representing all of
the natural sciences and the principal social fields.
About one third of its members are elected by the
Association and its sections; the remaining two
thirds are elected by its affiliated societies. Thus,
in a real sense, the AAAS Council may speak au-
thoritatively for American science.

| 6 SECTIONS 232 SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

Engineering (M)
Affiliated Societies: American Ceramic Society;

American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Ameri-
can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engi:
neers; American Society for Engineering Education;
American Society for Quality Control; American
Society for Testing Materials; American Society of
Civil Engineers; American Society of Mechanical
Engineers; Illuminating Engineering Society; Insti
tute of Radio Engineers; Institute of the Aeronauti-
cal Sciences, Inc.; Western Society of Engineers.

Associated Societies: American Institute of Chem-
ical Engineers; American Society of Agricultural
Engineers; American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers; American Society of Photogram-
metry; American Society of Refrigerating Engineers.

Medical Sciences (N)
Affiliated Societies: Alpha Epsilon Delta Pre

medical Honor Society; American Academy of Fo-
rensic Sciences; American Academy of Opthalmol-
ogy and Otolaryngology; American Academy of
Tropical Medicine; American Association of Anat-
omists; American College of Apothecaries; Ameri-
can College of Dentists; American Dietetic Associa-
tion; American Medical Association; American Med-
ical Writers’ Association; American Pharmaceutical
Association; American Physiological Society; Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association; American Psychoanaly-
tic Association; American Public Health Associa-
tion; American Rheumatism Association; American
Roentgen Ray Society; American Society for Exper-
imental Pathology; American Society for Pharma-
cology and Experimental Therapeutics; American
Society of Biological Chemists; American Society of



American Phytopathological Society; American So-
ciety of Plant Physiologists; American Society of
Plant Taxonomists, Botanical Society of America,
Inc.; Mycological Society of America; Phycological
Society of America; Torrey Botanical Club.

Associated Societv: American Fern Society.

Anthropology (H)
Affiliated Societies: American Anthropological

Association; Linguistic Society of America: Society
for Applied Anthropology.

Associated Societies: American Folk-Lore Society;
Archaeological Institute of America.

Psychology (I)
Affiliated Societies: American Psychological Asso-

ciation; Eastern Psychological Association; Midwest-
ern Psychological Association; Psychometric Society;
Society for Research in Child Development.

Associated Society: Southern Society for Philoso-
phy and Psvchology.

Social and Economic Sciences (K)
Affiliated Societies: American Political Science

Association; American Sociological Society; Ameri-
can Statistical Association; Econometric Society;
National Academy of Economics and Political
Science; Pi Gamma Mu.

Associated Societies: American Economic Associa-
tion; American Home Economics Association; Amer-
ican Planning and Civic Association; Metric Asso-
ciation; Population Association of America; Society
for the Advancement of Criminology.

History and Philosophy of Science (L)
Affiliated Societies: American Philosophical Asso-

ciation; History of Science Society; Philesophy of
Science Association.

OFFICERS FOR 1952

General Officers
Detlev W. Bronk............ woe. President

E. U. Condon.....oceooc.. President-Elect
Kirtley F. Mather... ..........-...--- Retiring President

Vice Presidents of the sixteen Sections

Executive Committee

Kirtley F. Mather, Chairman
Detlev W. Bronk Paul E. Klopsteg
E. U. Condon Howard A. Meyerhoft
John R. Dunning Fernandus Payne
Walter S. Hunter Paul B. Sears
Mark H. Ingraham Laurence H. Snyder

Warren Weaver

Administrative Officers

Howard A. Meyerhoff ...... Administrative Secretary
Raymond L. Taylor...Asst.Admin.Secretary
W. E. Wrather Treasurer

Secretaries of the eighteen Sections and Subsections

Pacific Division

H. A. Spoehr
Robert C. Miller...

President
Secretary

Southwestern Division

Fred W. Emerson...nnnnnn
Frank E. F. Germann...

President
„Secretary

Alaska Division
erro.President

Secretary
Laurence Irving nn
Mrs. Robert P. Simmet._.___.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS APPOINTED FOR 4 YEARS



PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION
With his membership (dues are $6.50), every

member of the Association receives either SCIENCE or
I'HE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY—at his option. If both
journals are desired, the member receives the sec-
ond by paying an additional $3.50 (a total of
$10.00). Other publications of the Association, such
as the symposium volumes, the Proceedings and
Directory of Members, and the Centennial Volume
are also available to members at special rates.

Current Proceedings and Directory
The current Proceedings and Directory of the

Association (1940-1948) contains the names, ad-
dresses, business connections, academic degrees, and
fields of specialization of more than 40,000 scientists.
A feature is the geographical index of members
which also lists their sectional interests. A Sup-
plement listing 13,000 new members who joined in
1948, appeared January, 1951. Both clothbound;
6x9 inches; 1,219 pages, and 392 pages, respectively;
in cartons; postage prepaid—$8.50 to members;
$10.50 to non-members.

The General Program
The General Program of the AAAS Annual Meet-

ing—300-350 pages—is much more than an outline
of the sessions, papers, and their authors. Its di-
rectory content is high: All Council representatives
of the affiliated societies, all section committees,
sketches of the participating organizations, etc., are
included. The General Program, indispensable for
those who attend the meeting, is helpful to those
who cannot go.

THE GENERAL PROGRAM IS ALSO A DIRECTORY

Association of American Geographers; Geological
Society of America; Mineralogical Society of Amer-
ica; Paleontological Society; Seismological Society
of America; Society of Economic Geologists.

Associated Societies: American Alpine Club; Na-
tional Council of Geography Teachers; National
Speleological Society.

Zoological Sciences (F)
Affiliated Societies: American Association of Eco-

nomic Entomologists; American Society of Mam-
malogists; American Society of Parasitologists;
American Society of Zoologists; Entomological
Society of America; Society of Protozoologists;
Society of Systematic Zoology; Wilson Ornitho-
logical Club.

Associated Societies: American Malacological Un-
ion; Herpetologists League.

Zoological and Botanical Sciences (FG)
Affiliated Societies: American Genetic Association;

American Microscopical Society; American Society
of Human Genetics; American Society of Limnology
and Oceanography; American Society of Naturalists;
Association of Southeastern Biologists; Beta Beta
Beta; Biometric Society, Eastern North American
Region; Ecological Society of America; Genetics
Society of America; National Association of Biology
Teachers; Society for the Study of Evolution; The
Nature Conservancy; Western Society of Naturalists.

Associated Societies: American Institute of Bio-
logical Sciences: Phi Sigma Society.

Botanical Sciences (G)

Affiliated Societies: American Brvological Society;



THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY

SCIENCE

No professional scientist can afford to be with-
out SCIENCE, the scientific newsweekly established
by Thomas A. Edison in 1880. An official journal
of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science since 1900, it is the foremost medium

in the United States today for the prompt publica-
tion of reports of original research in all scientific
fields, and is the most widely circulated journal of
its kind in the world.

In addition to the technical papers announcing
and describing important discoveries and develop-
ments, SCIENCE publishes news about science and
scientists in every field and in every country, gives
a comprehensive listing of national and interna-
tional meetings (reporting many of them), reviews
new technical books, provides a forum for the views
of scientists, and discusses AAAS activities.

Science is published in two 800-page volumes
per year, each completely indexed, and is now in
its 115th volume.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS:

One of the two official journals of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, and
one of the oldest of its kind, THE SCIENTIFIC

MONTHLY is the only illustrated semitechnical maga-
zine in the United States written entirely by pro-
fessional scientists for scientists. Of special signifi-
cance, also, to everyone interested in the history,
progress, and philosophy of science, it brings an
understanding of the advancing frontiers of science
within the purview of every man.

Specialists will find their specialties intelligently
discussed, and in addition will learn something
about the broad fields surrounding their own. The
Book Review section offers a preview of the newest
semitechnical books besides reviews of books of a

more general character; Letters to the Editor give
the reader an opportunity to talk back; and Science

and Technology presents a potpourri of late de-
velopments in research and in useful cadgets.

Beautifully illustrated and expertly edited, THE
SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY follows in the tradition in-

herited from its distinguished progenitor, The Popu-
lar Science Monthly (est. 1872).

THE LITERARY MAGAZINE OF SCIENCE



AFFILIATED AND ASSOCIATED SOCIETIES
Mathematics (A)

Affiliated Societies: American Mathematical So-
ciety; Association for Symbolic Logic; Institute of
Mathematical Statistics: Mathematical Association
of America.

Physics (B)
Affiliated Societies: Acoustical Society of America;

American Association of Physics Teachers; Ameri-
can Meteorological Society, American Physical So-
ciety; Optical Society of America; Society of
Rheology.

Associated Societies: Electron Microscope Society
of America; Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies;
Sigma Pi Sigma.

Chemistry (C)
Affiliated Societies: American Association of Ce-

real Chemists; American Chemical Society; Ameri-
can Oil Chemists’ Society; Associacao Quimica do
Brasil; Association of Vitamin Chemists; Electro-
chemical Society, Inc.; Friends of the Kresge-Hooker
Scientific Library; Institute of Food Technologists.

Associated Societies: Alpha Chi Sigma Fraternity;
Pacific Southwest Association of Chemistry Teach-
ers; Phi Lambda Upsilon.

Astronomy (D)
Affiliated Societies: American Astronomical So-

ciety; Astronomical Society of the Pacific; Mete-
oritical Societv.

Geology and Geography (E)
Affiliated Societies: American Association of Pe-

troleum Geologists; American Geographical Society
of New York: Arctic Institute of North America:

Symposium Volumes
Beginning with the volume “Protection by Patents

of Scientific Discoveries” in 1934, the Association has
published 30 technical symposium volumes which
range broadly through the various fields of science,
from surface chemistry to cancer and mental health.
These volumes consist of, or are based on, sym-
posia presented at meetings of the Association or
on conferences sponsored by the Association. Most
are 714 by 1014, inches, double column; all are
illustrated and clothbound. Those still available
for sale are given below with the special member-
ship prices. Nonmembers may secure copies at
moderately higher rates.

Liebig and After Liebig (119 pp.) $2.50
Relapsing Fever (136 pp.) 2.50
Mammary Tumors in Mice (231 pp.) 3.00
Dental Caries and Fluorine (111 pp.) 3.00
Tumor Chemotherapy (452 pp.) —- 6.50
Rickettsial Diseases of Man (255 pp.) 5.25
Pituitary-Adrenal Function (220 pp.) 3.50

Centennial Volume
A 320-page volume commemorative of the Cen-

tennial Year of the Association, evaluating a cen-
tury in the unfolding of science, beautifully bound,
and including 42 selected papers of the Centenary
Meetings of September, 1948, was published in
1950: it is $4 50 to members.

CENTENNIAL: 42 PAPERS IN 13 SCIENTIFIC FIELDS



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

Application for membership in the American Association for the Advancement of Science
is made by filling in the blanks on the reverse side of this card.

Check or money-order for the annual dues of $6.50, to accompany this card, should be
made payable to the AAAS, and mailed to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1515 Massachusetts Ave, N. W., Washington 5, D. C. Please do not send currency.

Payment of annual dues entitles each member to receive the weekly publication Science or
The Scientific Monthly. Indicate your choice. If both journals are desired, please add an addi-
tional payment of $3.50 (a total of $10.00).

Within three weeks after receipt of this card, with the blanks filled in and accompanied by
the necessary remittance, a notification of election to membership will be sent.

Please use key letter to indicate your section interest. The sections of the Association are:

Mathematics (A) History and Philosophy of Science (L)
Physics (B) Engineering (M)
Chemistry (C) Medical Sciences:
Astronomy (D) Subsection on Medicine (Nm)
Geology and Geography (E) Subsection on Dentistry (Nd)
Zoological Sciences (F) Subsection on Pharmacy (Np)
Botanical Sciences (G) Agriculture (O)
Anthropology (H) Industrial Science (P)
Psychology (I) Education (Q)
Social and Economic Sciences (K)

Not more than fwo sections should be listed: the maior field first. {over)



N N 52
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP, AAAS

(Please print or typewrite) Date

Full name (Dr., Mrs., etc.)
(Place in parentheses parts of name omitted in correspondance)

Address for journal...

Section Interest. _Birth vear_____

Official position.

Professional address..._

Princional field (Ecology, genetics, etc.)

Highest degree, year, institution

Choice of journal (please check) [1 Science ($6.50) [J Scientific Monthly ($6.50) [J Both ($10.00)

Mail this Card and Dues to AAAS, 1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
(over)
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American Association

for the Advancement of Science
1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W. WASHINGTON 5, D.C.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

EXecutive 6060

Dear Fellow Scientist:

Your name is appearing in the News and Notes section of
SCIENCE, issue of AUG 8752 , which has a circulation
of 33,000 and will, of course, be seen by many others. We should
like to convey our compliments upon the occasion for this item.

It occurs to us that you may wish to receive SCIENCE regu-
larly. Instead of suggesting a subscription ($7.50 per year), on
behalf of the officers of the Association, I take pleasure in
extending to you a cordial invitation to Join the Association at
this time. Membership dues of $6.50 include &amp; subscription to
either SCIENCE or THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY (or both for $10.00) and
reduced rates for other AAAS publications.

Membership in the Association provides opportunities for
enlarging one's professional interests---eand, further, there is a

personal satisfaction in lending support to the AAAS, the one organt-zation, national in scope, that represents all science. Since 1848,
the AAAS---now with 232 affiliated organizations and nearly 50,000
members~---has worked to advance science and to promote human welfare.
In these troubled times, the support of every scientist and science-
minded person is needed more than ever.

I hope that you will find the enclosed leaflet of interest
and will fill out and return the card of application, together with
your remittance.

Cordially, |

“0 ay (=~ » v. ~. | |

Raymond L. Taylor
Assistant Administrative Secretary

ST. LOUIS MEETING ANNUAL EXPOSITION OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY DECEMBER 24-31. 1952



CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

PUBLISHERS

597 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

August 1, 1952

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hamnshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for going to the trouble of sending us your

thoughts regarding PLAYER PIANO by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. We

have never considered the book in the class of science fiction,

as it is more concerned with human relationships and human

reactions, than with adventure or with pure fantasy. However,

since its setting is the future, PLAYER PIANO will undoubtedly

be placed in that category by many reviewers.

You say in your letter that vou have not come to anv

definite conclusion about the book as yet, as you were reading

it bit by bite When you have had the opportunity to finish it,

we would be very much in*-—-~sted in hearing your final opinion

of PLAYER PIANO,

Very sincerely,

Hope English
Publicity LCirector
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37 - ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

August 1, 1952

Professor Je.Le Doob
Department of Mathematics
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Professor We. Feller
DepartmentofMathematics
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Colleagues:

Professor Je von Neumann
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Technology

The International Union for Pure and Applied Physics has asked
the International Mathematical Union to co-operate in the organization
of a symposium on "Transport Phenonema Including Their Mathematical
Ireatment® to be held in 1954 under the auspices of the Committee on
Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics of th I.UePeAePe I have been
asked by the I.M.Ues to collect information as to the ways in which
mathematicians could participate effectively in such a symposium, and
therefore turn to you gentlemen for advice. I believe that it wuld
be very helpful to start by drawing up a list of individual mathemati-
cians whose active interests would make them useful participants in
the symposium. TI would particularly welcome your suggestions along
these lines. I would also be glad to receive suggestions as to others
whom you think I should consult about this mattere

Sincerely yours,

y, 2

Marshall He Stone
Acting Chairman

MHS :j1b

= a i315]



August 1, 1952

Mr, Henry Simon |
¢/o Simon and Schuster, Inc.
Rockefellar Center
New York City, Hew York

Dear Mr, Simon?

Here are two other photographs, one of
both my parents and one of my father. They
belong to a later period than the period
of my story.

I am afraid that it would share with
earlier photographs I sent you in the diffie
culty of reproduction.

I amdso enclesling a photograph of the
office of the Encyclopedia Americana, going
back to the date of my employment there,
which, I am sure, will be of no use to youl

Sincerely yours,

Norbert Wiener

NW/ss
Enc.

fa [LT
ry &amp;



The Institute 6f Low Temperature Science
Hokkaldo University, Sapporo, Japan.

August 2, 1952,

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Ca mbridge, Mass,
Je Se Ae

Dear Prof. N. Wlener:

Thank you very much for your kind letter of July 19. It en-
couraged me very much in continuing Prof. Imahori's line of work.
I am sorry to say that the paper which follows my.seml-group paper
and concerning which I have noted in the "added in Proof" of the
latter, is not still printed owing to the unexpected circunstences.
[ am now going to send you its typed copy and another paper in which
I ha-ve discussed about the concept of the amount of information in
some detail. I regret that the latter is written in Japanese, but
[ think you might understand the essential content by the abstract
and figures and formulae,

Thecresult of the former paper is, I believe, physically correct,
2~1though the mathematlcal régorousness is lacking in the reasoning,
owing to my much restricted mathematical ability. I should be very
1 ppy if the defect could be filled up by any mathematician.

Now I am engaged 1n the generalization of Imahori's prediction
theory to the non-stationary case and to the multiple time series
as well, the results of which will be publisHed in the not distant
future.

I also feel keen interest in your present work about the apnli-
cations of the seml-group theory to the guantum theory. It would be
a great pleasure for me if you would kindly send me the result of
your investigation ag soon as it is printed.

Yours 3incerely

a



THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

3

MANAGEMENT DIVISION

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - 1952

E. H. MACNIECE (1952), CHAIRMAN

JOHNSON AND JOHNSON

500 GEORGE STREET

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

August 2nd, 1952
\. M. PERRIN (1953), VICE-CHAIRMAN

NATIONAL CONVEYORS CO., INC.

50 CHURCH STREET

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

~ A. MARSHALL, JR. (1954)

ENGINEERING MANPOWER COMMISSION OF

ENGINEERS JOINT COUNCIL,

29 WEST 39TH STREET

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

HIL. CARROLL (1955)

5 CRESTWOOD DRIVE

MAPLEWOOD, N. J.

3. STOKES TOMLIN, Jr. (1956)

TURCK HILL &amp; Co., INC.

10 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

N A. MACCREHAN, SECRETARY

LORD BALTIMORE PRESS

1601 EDISON HIGHWAY

3ALTIMORE, MD.

EFRCOLE ROSA, JR., ASST. SECRETARY

DEPT. OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK 27, N.Y.

Dear Professor Weiner:

I am writing to you to express the appreciation
of the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of the Management Division
to you for your willingness to participate in the
program devoted to Automatic Production at the
Annual Meeting of the ASME to be held in New York
on December 2nd, 1952. I am also enclosing a copy
of the complete program for this series of sessions.

The program as 1t now stands 1s somewhat tentative,
primarily because of the title we have suggested for
your paper, and for the fact that we have not as yet
inquired if you will be able to participate in the
Evening Session devoted to the dlscussion of the
broader problems of Automatic Production. Will you
inform us at your earliest convenience if these both
will meet with vour approval.

In order to permit the fullest discussion of
the basic formal concepts of Automatic Production,
we are planning to have it preprinted for the meeting.
To accomplish this we are requesting that you
Forward the original and three coples of your paper
to us before August 31st. The coples are for the use
of reviewers who will recommend the paper for
publication In ASME periodicals. It will also be
nelpful if you will accompany the manuscript with
a list of the names and addresses of people whom
you would 1like to have invited to discuss it.

As a general rule ASME papers do not exceed
4,000 words (about 14 pages of double-spaced typescript).
This makes for a minimum of editing when the papers
are prepared for publication.

We are all looking forward with interest to
receiving your paper and to the sessions at the
Annual Meeting.

Professor Norbert Weiner Sincerely yours,
Department of Mathematics “ /

MeI.T., pl ALooa 1.
cambridge 39, Mass. Ercole Rosa Jr.

pi EALE REPLY TO WRITER AT HIS BUSINESS ADDRESS

a



DUNLAP AND ASSOCIATES, Inc.

Reply to:
429 ATLANTIC STREET

STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
STAMFORD 48-9271

331 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

MURRAY HILL 77-0754

&gt;, 0. Box 1070

August Li, 1952

Mr, Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridee, Massachusetts

ear Mr, Weiner:

Je would like to obtain a reprint of the following article
for our files:

Heine
Ann «

Time. communication, and the nervous system,
feed, Sele, 1948, 50, 197-227

If you do not have copies of this article available for
listribution, could you inform us where we might obtain one?
iny assistance you can give us in this matter will be greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely,

a

Arlene Cleven
ribrarian

og



1446 Tuckerman Street, N. W.
Washington 11, D. C.
August 4, 1952

Mr. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Rd.
Belmont. Mass.

Dear Mr. Wiener:

The writer has, for the past several years, made a study of
the human nervous system and has come to the conclusion that the
entire physiological mechanism of thought can now be uaravelled.
I have projected a treatise in which thls would be done. This
trantige 1s ocutlined in the sheets enclosed.

My problem at present is to obtain support of a research
foundation for the next two years to enable me to complete this
project. In view of your past work in this field with Arturo
Rosenbluth, I felt you would be best qualified to advise which
peencies would be most likely to lend support to this project.

Any helpful advice or information you can extend in this
matter would be cordially and highly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
ga
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CH. IV. THE PROCESSES OF CREATIVE THOUGHT
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SIMON AND SCHUSTER, INC.

publishers
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20 + cABLE ADDRESS Essandess » TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

August 4, 1952

dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for the added material, The extra paragraphs on
your father will certainly add some color to his chapter, and the picture,
when it comes, may add. still more,

Me=ntime, I have one guery about the last paragraph. The
explanation of your own name is certainly interesting, tut the conclusion,
however sound historically, scarcely constitutes a valid complaint against
the came of Constance. rFlenty of girls have been called Constance without
recourse to victorian literature. lhe nzme is just not unusual enough.

I also have a guery about the additional material on page 330,
It has to do with the following sentence:

'I was not surprised nor particulerly angry that
he could get me no favored treatment, but I was
not exactly pleased that he came the officer over
me and did not invite me to his apartment or to
a meal.

I do not understand what is meent by the clause "he came the
of'icer over me." In any case, the incident, after all these years, sounds
a little petty, and I think it would be as well to cut it.

because of last minute pressure with late fall books, our
stylist will not get to your manuscript until the middle of this month, and
that, perhaps, is just as well; for it will give us time to clear up these
very small points and to decide what, ir anything, irom your fatier's STKAY
LEAVES might be included. Incidentally, it seems to me it would be a good
idea to include his very interesting statement quoted in the American Magazine.
This can be done either in the form of a footnote or of an appendix, However,
let's decide trat after 1 have seen the STRAY LEAVES

„DMDr. Norbert Wiener
south Tamworth, H. H.

wolf



GLENN WILSON

&gt; AucusT, 1952

Jear Mr, WIENER,

| AM IN THE PROCESS OF READING YOUR BOOK ON CYBERNETICS AND, AS

A LAYMAN, AM FINDING IT EXTREMELY FASCINATING. IT SEEMS TO GO
ALONG WITH MY STUDIES IN PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY AND GENERAL SEMANTICS.

[HE STUDY CERTAINLY INVOLVES ALL THE IMPORTANT FIELDS IN SCIENCE,
]T SEEMS, WITH AN AIM TOWARD THE BETTERMENT OF HUMAN LIVING. YOU HAVE
MADE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO HUMANITY IN THIS

DR ANY OTHER ERA AND YOU SHOULD BE HEARTILY APPLAUDED.

| SHOWED THE BOOK TO A MATHEMATICIAN FRIEND OF MINE AND AM RATHER
SELF ISHLY SORRY THAT | DID AS HE 1S SO ENGROSSED IN IT THAT HE FINDS
IT DIFFICULT NOT TO RE-READ AND RE-READ AGAIN. However | HAVE HOPES
THAT ONE OF THESE DAYS HE WILL RETURN IT AND | WILL BE ABLE TO

CINISH IT. IN THE MEANTIME THIS LETTER,

THE VERY BEST SUCCESS TO YOU IN YOUR WORK.

/\
\

~P SINCERELY YO(| ! * = —

 7TH. OT
+YorkCITY
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The Acton Foundation
230 Seuth 22nd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.

August 5, 1952
Dr. Norbert Wiener
535 Cedar Road
Belmont, Mass.

Jear Dr. Wiener,

Because of your studies in cybernetics and from
what I know of your own work, I feel that you may be inter-
ested in the enclosed latter and pamphlet, I think I am
not wrong in hoping that some of the ideas contained there
may fit in with or stimulate some thoughts on your part,
and that you might wlsh to pursue the subject further.

At present I am the only representative of the
Foundation in this country, but I should be happy to forward
any of your reactions to Mr. Ney, Mr. Sherry or Mr. Farr.
I would also of course be delighted to hear from you or to
discuss it with you in person if I manage to get to Boston
this summer as I hope to do, or if you should come te New
fork.

In any case, I hope you will enjoy reading E+ X=: P
and AnHypothesls of X and that you will let us know your
ppinions en them.

Sincerely yours,

Jn Wut”
Joan Wright



The Acton Foundation
230 South 22nd Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa,

Dear Dr, Wiener,

It was felt by the other members of our group that,
as head of the Acton Foundation, it might be best if I were
to write my own letter of introduction for our pamphlet, to
supplement the notes mailed by Lilss Joan Wright and liiss
glizabeth Rogers in America and Lngland,

I welcomed thc opportunity to do this as, while I
sxpended every effort in the pamphlet to explain both the
naterial and the Foundation itself, I did not think to make
an explanation of what we are secking from those to whom
copies of this pamphlet will be sent.

Ly feeling from the first and still to the largest
extent is that the response should take care of itself, in-
leed must do so if the work of the Foundation is to bear any
results. Howover, I have, subsequent to the publication of
she pamphlet, decided to temper my original judgement with
“his letter.

From the beginning we of the Foundation as well as
the authors, lr. John Ney and lir., Earl Sherry, have agreed
that what meaning T+ X =P and An Hypothesis of X have must
oe already instilled in the reader through his own knowledge
and experience, That, in other words, the me oning of these
cssays 1s not of one piece with the cssays but is rather in
she contemplation which they may afford the reader.

Further, the authors and the Foundation have real-
ized from the first that T+X=P and An HypothesisofX,no
matter what scientific and philosophic morit way be accorded
shelr means of communication, must more often thon not in
heir ends - (a definition of man and the universe) = be
classified as religious essays and, thereby, by many rcaders
denied any potentiality for scientific or philosophical Sig=-
nificance.

Having been aware of the reality of these two
handicaps to communication from the first, I can assure you
that even ny own personal optimism is not enough to delude
ne that they can be circumvented by this short note, However,
the identification of these handicaps affords me the oppor-
sunity of stating briefly our cxpoctations for the pamphlet,



It is our hope (a hope, I might add, much like
that with which a message is placed in a bottle and the
bottle tossed out to sca) that some fow of you who receive
this pamphlet will become preoccupied with the means and
snds of these two essays and will be moved to make reply.
From these replics (and, of course, only by permission)
the Acton Foundation looks forward to future and more
comprehensive publications of E+X =P.

It is a further hope that to all of you this pam-
phlet may bring some happy hours of contecmpla tion and thought.

Sincerely yours,

lL oe Le Fam
Howard Acton Farr

(per JW)



Department of Physics
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma
August 6, 1952

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener

Thank you for your letter of July 19 and your suggestion that I
contact Drs. Walter and Ashby. I have since written Dr. Ashby, and had
written Dr. Walter shortly before recieving your letter. It was the work
of Dr. Walter which originally interested me in learning machines. After
reading his article in the Scientific American about Machina docilis, I
began to wonder if the conditioned reflex type of memory he described
might lend itself to maze learning, and to cast about for circuits that
would accomplish this. I decided, however, on a slightly different
approach, more along lines suggested in your discussion of the tone
mechanism in the original Cybernetics book. The major results are briefly
outlined below.

The basic idea is a system whose circuits tend to be altered by
failure, and stebilized by success, being continually subject to
statistically random influences. A special tone circult defines failure
and success, putting out disrupting-pulses when certain things occur, and
stablilizing-pulses when other things occur. For example, if success and
failure are to be defined in terms of the condition of the storage battery,
the tone circuit may be set to put out stabilizing-pulses when the vehlcle
reaches the charger, so as to stabilize those circuits which have recently
been active. On the other hand, if the battery becomes low, disrupting-
pulses are sent to recently active circuits. In maze learning, only those
circuits survive which pilot the vehicle successfully through the maze,
and they tend to be stable and to control the further behavior of the
vehicle. The process is quite suggestive of natural selection.

The circuits consist of similar basic units analogous to neurons.
These units are composed primarily of relays, and I call them rerons.
Each has one axon and two dendrites, in addition to inputs from the tone
circuit. Certain combinations of pulses at the dendrites may produce an
output pulse at the axon, or the reron may, like an open switch, not fire
at all. A reron is illustrated below, along with an abbreviated list of
firing combinations, or states: rectification occurs in the direction of
the arrows.

FAILURE

SUCCESS

BE ND RITE

AY CV

STATES
(Necessary and sufficient conditions for a pulse at c)

(1) Signals at a and b within a one minute interval.
(2) A signal at a.
(3) A signal at b, and no signal at a within the

previous minute.
Two signals at a, seperated by at least five
milliseconds and occurring in a one minute interval.

(4)



Each reron operates on a statistical basis, containing noise
generators to provide the random ellement. The stabilizing or disrupting
influences from the tone circuit affect the individual rerons, stabilizing
or tending to alter the states that recently-firing-rerons were in at time
of firing. Any state may change through random causes, but the stabilizing-
pulse weights the statistics in favor of the particular state, while the
disrupting-pulse weights the statistics against the state.

As a special case of a more general machine, I have designed (but not
built) a very simple learning device -- consisting of three rerons --
which learns a T maze, and also learns a simple language. It roams around
like Dr. Walter's turtles until its batteries need replenishing, then
signals an operator of this need and is placed in the maze, the proper
hunger signal being learned rather than automatic. The vehicle is
provided with a light, and can be taught to leave this light off until
hungry, and then turn it on, or can be taught to leave the light on until
hungry, and then turn it off. In the absence of training, the light would
go on and off at random.

The firing of one reron produces a right turn; the firing of the
second reron produces a left turn; and the firing of the third reron turns
on the light briefly. Each of the three rerons is stimulated at dendrite
a by a series of pulses that continues as long as the battery is below a
certain level of charge, and the third reron (controlling the light) is
stimulated at dendrite b as long as the battery is charged above this level
If the third reron is in state (2) or (4), it will therefore keep putting
out pulses at ¢ (keeping the light on) as long as the battery is low, but
will not fire when the battery 1s not low. On the other hand, if this
reron is in state (3), the light will remain on while the battery is
charged. and go off when the batterv becomes low.

If the language we wish to teach is the first mentioned -- to leave
the light off until hungry and then turn it on and keep it on until fed --
we wait until the light goes on (as a result of random causes or the tone
circuit), and then put the vehicle at the mouth of the maze. If it turns
the wrong way, we start it again, and keep this up until it turns the
correct way (as a result of random causes or the tone circuit) and reaches
the charger. Let us suppose the battery is not low. In this case, the
charger has no effect and nothing is learned. Since the light went on,
and the battery was not low, the reron controlling the light must have
"jumped" to state (3). If the battery becomes low before the reron "jumps"
to some other state or if the reron "jumps" to some other state before the
battery becomes low, the light will go off. We now take the vehicle out
of the maze, and walt for the light to go off and then on again. When the
light goes off, let us suppose it is due to the battery becoming low.
Then when the light goes on -- it must be because the reron has " jumped"
to state (2) or state (4) -- the vehicle is put in the maze as before,
and started again and again until it reaches the charger. This time it
was hungry, and the charging process results in a stabilizing pulse which
affects the reron controlling the light, because this reron has just fired.
Therefore the reron will tend to remain in state (2) or (4), and for either
of these states, the light will go out when the battery is charged, stay
out until it becomes low again, and then go on. We assumed the light
went off because the battery had become low; if it had gone off because
the reron had "jumped to some other state, the same procedure would
eventually work. Though (2) or (4) becomes the most probable state, it
may take several more lessons before the probability of state (2) or (4)



becomes high enough that the vehicle may be sald to have learned the
language. The statistical nature of learning and forgetting would give
rise to learning and forgetting curves which could be compared with those
ngssoclated with animal behavior.

The second language, to leave the light on until hungry and then turn
it off, is taught by putting the vehicle at the mouth of the maze when the
light goes off, rather than when it goes on. A third language is also
possible -- signalling hunger by flicking the light on and immediately off
again. This would be a little harder to teach, as the reron would have to
be in state (1) when the hunger pangs first started. Learning of the maze
follows a similar pattern. The design has been simplified for this
explination; a more detailed discussion would involve more than four states,
and the tone circuit would react to "painful" bumping as well as to battery
~ondition.

The three reron machine provides an example of learning to learn. It
has been mentioned that the tone circuit affects recently active rerons,
and the question arises, "How recently?" The maximum time that may ellapse
between the action of a reron, and a pulse which stabllizes or tends to
alter the state for which firing occurred, is determined the same way the
states are determined, by trial and error. This maximum time, or time
constant, is subject to random factors, but when a reron recieves a pulse
that alters or stabilizes the state, the time constant tends to be altered
or stabilized, respectively. In maze learning, if the machine turns the
wrong way, then is started again and turns the right way to the charger,
both the wrong-way-circult and the right-way-circuit may be stabilized,
pecause each reron will have fired a short time before the charging.
Therefore, the time constant must be small enough that if the vehicle goes
through the maze twice, the circult controlling the first turn 1s not
likely to be stabilized; but it must be large enough that the circuit
controlling the second turn is likely to be stabilized. If the machine
learns a maze and then the maze is changed, the machine adapts to the new
maze, forgetting certain,about the old one, but retaining that which aids
in solving both mazes, such as what was learned about the time constant.
Hence, if the vehicle is given alternate right and left T mazes to learn,
it should generally learn the fortieth maze faster than the second; this
sonstitutes learning to learn. Ability to generalize 1s also involved,
since those things of aid in solving all T mazes are firmly implanted in
the behavior of the machine, more firmly, in fact, than the transient
sarticular tendency to turn left or right-

The assertion that a time constant is stabilized means only that the
probability for this particular time constant is increased, and the
statement that the time constant has a certain value, K, means that the
time in a large number of particular cases for the same K follows a
zaussian distribution about K. The actions of the machine are only
gtatistico-determinant. with the statistics reculated bv trial and error.

An interesting generalization of the three reron machine may be
obtained by randomly soldering the sensory and motor connections of this
machine into a randomly soldered-together network of ten or twenty reromns.
In general, such an arrangement would have about the same behavior as the
three reron machine, though it would be slower in learning. The trial and
error favoring of variors states would set up reron chains with one reron
firing the next, successively along the chain. The first reron in the
~hain would recieve sensory data, and the last would control the light or



the turning mechanism. Undesirable connections would be effectively
eliminated by the favoring in some rerons of the "open switch" state for
which these rerons would never fire. Reron circuits would thus evolve,
and as in the case of the three reron device, the drift toward equilibrium
would generally produce the desired behavior in a reasonable time. This
network, with sultable motor and sensory connections, could also learn tc
track an object. It should be possible, in the language of probability,
to mathematically treat the problem of how long the net would take to
learn or forget a given bahavior pattern, if the network connections and
the initlal values of the time constants, and so on, were given.

This network may be comparable to the cerebral cortex, with the tone
circuit corresponding to more primitive parts of the brain. A considerably
larger net might be able to learn mazes of more than one turn, due to
rerons in state (4) which would allow a different response at the second
turn than at the first, and so on. At any rate, it 1s reasonable that the
larger net could learn arithmetic, and that it could learn to win certain
simple games, if the environment were such that this learning served to
increase the tone. The capabilities of the system would be limited by the
total number of rerons, but not appreciably by the detailed way in which
the rerons were soldered together. Judicious attachment of sensory and
motor connections might speed learning, but the method of attachment would,
in general, make little fundamental difference.

The machine as it has been described would have to learn entirely on
its own initiative; it could not learn by being led. A scanning process
1s suggested whereby imposed behavior would cause rapid fluctuation of the
reron states, to obtain circuits for which the inputs of the device would
have resulted in spontanious outputs agreeing with the imposed behavior.
Then the new states, found by the scanning process, would revert to the
original states, but the probabilities of these new states would, for a
short while, be more affected than the original states by signals from
the tone circuit.

Habit formation arises from factors which increase the stability of
the state of a reron each time it fires, though this tendency 1s normally
overruled if opposed by an impulse from the tone circuit. This property
should tend to "lock in" reverberating loops, since rerons in such loops
would fire continually. A conditioned reflex or association reaction
occurs for a reron in state (1) that fires fairly often, not often receiving
a pulse at one dendrite without a pulse at the other. Under these
conditions, there is a tendency to shift from state (1) to a state for
which a single pulse at either dendrite fires the reron. If a few rerons
in state (1) are dispersed throughout the net, with reron chains from the
inputs of the machine converging on them, conditioned reflex behavior
should result.

The statistically random character of the rerons means that the
outputs of the device are not rigidly determined by its inputs; this
provides a basis for free will and a hypothesis-making quality that may
be closely related to creative imagination. And the regulation imposed
by trial and error is suggestive of the inductive reasoning, "What worked
once will work again, and what failed once will fail again." Also the
conditioned reflex property, mentioned above, is suggestive of the
inductive reasoning, "This sound was accompanied by light, therefore all
sound is accompanied by light."



The capabilities of this machine should increase with the number of
rerons, at the expense of learning time. But the problem of learning
time could be lessened by having several nets, each successive net
containing a vastly greater number of rerons than the previous net. The
smaller net could regulate the behavior at first, the larger nets taking
control only when able to surpass the smaller in "satisfying" the tone
circuit. Even the tone circult might be given a reron network capable of
defining goals and purposes subsidiary to whatever basic compulsions are
built-in.

Thank you again for your interest.

Respectfully,

Lobetp. Len
Robert J. Lee



NATIONAL BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU, INC.
Affiliated with Better Business Bureaus in Principal Cities of the United States and Canada

CHRYSLER BUILDING, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-3535

EDWARD L. GREENE

President
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August 6, 1952

Dr. N. Wiener
c/o John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc.
LO Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

ie: National Cybernetics Co.
Box 661
Lynbrook, L.I., N. Y.

A. Soble, Ph, D., General Manager

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Ne are beginning to receive inquiries concerning the named organization, which
is currently soliciting garment manufacturers for financial support of the firm's
projected production of machinery for the Needletrades Industry designed according
to the principles of cybernetics.

Neither the firm nor its general manager is known to this Bureau and, at this
time, we have directly approached National Cybernetics asking for detailed informa-
tion concerning its background and activities.

It is with the thought that your specialized research in the field of cybernetics
night bring projects such as that of National Cybernetics to your immediate
attention that we inquire of you at this time. If you are familiar with this firm
and its Dr. A. Soble, may we be benefited by your knowledge of them?

Ne will be grateful for the information you provide.

Cordially yours,

Diao Recove +
Representative

Diana Bennett
nw

Performing a Public Service with the Support of Private Industry

f= 7 €“



Telephone :
Cleeve Hill 241

NATIONAL COAL BOARD
CENTRAL RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT,

STOKE ORCHARD,

CHELTENHAM

GLOS.

6th August, 1852

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Department - ~ Mathematics,

Massachu- “stitute of
Techno:

Cambric -

Mass...

Dear Professor Wiener,

I am delighted to hear that Simon and Schuster
are to publish your autobiography. I wrote to you
wien I had tried it with the Cambrid_e Press, but
my letter was returned to me from Mexico. I will
assume now that you will make your arrangements
directly with Morley here. The tyvescrint should
have reached vou already.

I am glad to hear that you are planning to begin
your book in my Contemporary Science series, The
general description wnich I have given for it to
Feinemann, the publishers, is that it will deal with
the social applications of self-controlled machines.
I will leave you to treat this theme in your owne
lively way, just as the s»nirit moves you.

It is a great pleasure to hear from you and
your family again, and I hope that I may do so often;
and indeed, that there will be an opportunity soon
for us all to meet again.

With best wishes,

Tl
J. Bronowski.

Director.

HIST



MEDICAL INFORMATION BUREAU

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

2 EAST 103 STREET, NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

rELEPHONK TRAFALGAR 6-8300

IAGO GALDSTON, M.D., Secretary

Dear Dr. 7 nr“ “2.77

yr
7

oA, 1/77 J 2~

This is to advise you that the address which you so kindly

contributed for the Academy's FM Programme, "For Doctors Only",

ing, leq. 28a IThas been scheduled for brcadcast on Thursday evening, (444. LI3d

over Station WNYC-FM 93.9 megs.z? Qroa 241

May I once again express to you our very cordial thanks

for your good help.

Sincerely yours

Tago Galdston, M.D.

J Bos



THERTEENTH SERIES - POSTGRADUATE RADIO PROGRAMME
THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE ¢ COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL INFORMATION

2 EAST 103 STREET, NEW YORK 29 ¢ TRAFALGAR 6-8200 a.

THURSDAYS—9:00 P.M.-10.00 P.M. . . . . . . STATION WNYC-FM—93.9 megs

The LISTENER will find given herein the Program of the forthcoming GRADUATE FORTNIGHT of The New York
Academy of Medicine, devoted to the subject of “HORMONES IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.” You are invited to participate
in the GRADUATE FORTNIGHT. Applications for registration should be addressed to Dr. Robert L. Craig, 2 East 103 Street,
New York 29.

AUGUST 1952
AUGUST 7

1. CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO LIFE SITUATIONS —

Stewart Wolf, Jr., Professor of Medicine and Head of Depart-
ment of Medicine, United Hospitals, Oklahoma City.

AUGUST 14

2. OFFICE MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES — Herbert

Pollack, Associate Physician for Metabolic Diseases, The
Mount Sinai Hospital.

SEPTEMBER 1952
SEPTEMEER 4

5. SKIN CANCER—WHAT IS WELL FOR A PHYSICIAN
TO KNOW—Anthony C. Cipollaro, Professor and Director
of Dermatology at New York Polyclinic Medical School and
Hospital,

~ SEPTEMBER 11

6. APPLICATION OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTS TO A FULLER UNDERSTANDING OF SOMATIC
DISEASE—MollieR.Harrower,ResearchandConsulting
Psychologist, New York City; Editor, American Lecture Series
in Psychology; Research Director of Court Screening Project,
New York City.

 SEPTEMBER 18

7. THE ROLE OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN CARDIO-
VASCULAR DISEASE—PaulKlemperer,PathologistatThe
Mount Sinai Hospital; Professor of Pathology, College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University.

ST SEPTEMBER 25

8. LABORATORY TESTS OF ENDOCRINE FUNCTION—
Lester J. Gabrilove, Resident-dssistamt Physician, The Mount

Sinai Hospital. {otAfiutI
The participation, criticism and counsel of the Profession in the POSTGRADUATE RADIO PROGRAMME of
The New York Academy of Medicine is solicited. Address all communications to IAGO GALDSTON, M.D.

Executive Secretary. Committee on Medical Information. 2 East 103 Street, New York 29, N. Y.

AUGUST 21

3. GALLSTONES AND THE BILIARY TRACT DISEASES—
Frank Glenn, Professor of Surgery, Cornell University Medical
College; Surgeon-in-Chief, The New York Hospital, Cornell
Medical Center.

AUGUST 28

4. MEN, MACHINES, AND THE WORLD ABOUT THEM—
Norbert Wiener, Professor of Mathematics, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology.

- OCTOBER 1952
) OCTOBER 2

9. CANCER OF THE LUNG —A DISEASE OF INCREAS-
ING PREVALENCE —Herbert C. Maier, Director of Sur-
gery at Lenox Hill Hospital; Clinical Professor of Surgery
at Columbia University.

OCTOBER 9
10. RECENT ADVANCES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF ENDO-

CRINE DISEASE —Louis J. Soffer, Associate Attending
Physician and Head of the Endocrine Research Laboratory
and Clinic, The Mount Sinai Hospital; Assistant Clinical
Professor of Medicine, Columbia University.

OCTOBER 16

11. RHEUMATIC FEVER, ITS DIAGNOSIS AND TREAT-
MENT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ACTH—May
G. Wilson, Chief, Pediatric Cardiac Clinic; Associate Attend-
ing Pediatrician, New York Hospital; Associate Professor of
Clinical Pediatrics, Cornell University Medical College.

oo OCTOBER 23

12, RECENT ADVANCES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
POSTOPERATIVE PATIENT—Henry T. Randall, Clin-
ical Director and Chief of Surgical Services, Memorial Cen-
ter; Associate Professor of Surgery, Cornell University Medi-
cal College.

| OCTOBER 30

13. PROGRESS IN THE CONTROL OF UTERINE CANCER
—S. B. Gusberg, Assistant Professor of Clinical Obstetrics
and Gynecology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Colum-
bia University.

Committee on FM Broadcasts .

Norton S. Brown, M.D., Chairman IAGOo GALDSTON, M.D., Secretary
ARTHUR M. FsysERG, M.D. RALPH MuCcKENFuUss, M.D.

*TraN A. Curran, M.D. . ~-*J. A. W. Herrick, M.D.
*Louis SorFFEr, M.D. *BerNARD S. OPPENHEIMER, M.D,

. ®*Representing the Committee on Medical Education -



THE NEW YORK ACADEMY.OF MEDICINE

TWENTY-FIFTH GRADUATE FORTNIGHT
. OCTOBER 6-17, 1952

HORMONES IN HEALTH AND DISEASE
EVENING LECTURES at 8:30 P.M.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6 ;
OPENING ADDRESS

WM. Barcray Parsons, President, The New York Academy of Medicine
HORMONES AND COMMON SENSE

FULLER ALBRIGHT, Harvard Medical School
HORMONES OF THE ANTERIOR PITUITARY GLAND

ABraHAM WHITE, Pu.D., Columbia University .
THE REGULATION OF WATER EXCRETION
BY THE NEUROHYPOPHYSIS

H. B. van DykE, Columbia University

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7
HORMONES OF THE ADRENAL CORTEX 3

E. C. KenpaLL, PH.D., Princeton University
DIAGNOSIS OF ENDOCRINE DISEASE: :
CLINICAL AND LABORATORY CONSIDERATIONS

Louis J. SoFFER, The Mount Sinai Hospital

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8
THE ENDOCRINE CONTROL OF METABOLISM

Frank L. EncgeL, Duke University ;
DISTURBANCES IN GROWTH

LawsoN WILKINS, Johns Hopkins Medical School

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
MANAGEMENT OF ADDISON’S DISEASE IN
ADRENALECTOMIZED PATIENTS :

D. M. BERGENSTAL, University of Chicago Medical School
ACTH, CORTISONE AND RELATED STEROIDS IN
CLINICAL MEDICINE: PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHARLES RaGaN, Columbia University

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
PHEOCHROMOCYTOMA WITHIN AND WITHOUT
THE ADRENAL MEDULLA

GEORGE F. CAHLL, Columbia University
VIRILISM

JosePH W. JAILER, Columbia University

MONDAY, OCTOBER 13
CUSHING’S SYNDROME

AsBIE I. KNowLTON, Columbia University

DIABETES: METABOLIC EFFECTS OF INSULIN
De W1TT STETTEN, JR., The Public Health Research Institute of The City

of New York, Inc.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14
THE PITUITARY THYROID RELATIONSHIP IN-
NORMAL AND DISORDERED THYROID STATES

SioNEY C. WERNER, Columbia University
CHOICE OF MANAGEMENT IN HYPERTHYROIDISM

Cyrus C. ©" ~rs, University of Michigan

WEDNESL..Y, OCTOBER 15
THYROIDITIS AND MYXEDEMA ©

Davip P. Barr, The New York Hospital
PARATHYROIDS AND CALCIUM METABOLISM

I. SnarrER, The Mount Sinai Hospital

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16 ow ©

USE OF THE STEROIDS AND- GONADOTROPINS
IN GYNECOLOGY
" Howarp C. TAYLOR, JRr., Columbia University ;
HORMONAL CONTROL OF NEOPLASTIC GROWTH

RuLon W. Rawson, Cornell University Medical College

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17 .
THE RELATIONSHIP OF HORMONES TO PEPTIC ULCER

Joseru B. KirsNER, University of Chicago
HORMONES AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE EMOTIONS

Francis J. BRACELAND, Yale University

MORNING PANEL MEETING — 11:00-12:30

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 ’
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING REALISM AND
WISHFUL THINKING IN ENDOCRINE THERAPY

Chairman: Rustin McINTOSH ;

Members: CuarrLES L. Buxton, JosepH W, JAILER, MARTIN PERLMUTTER,
EPHRAIM SHORR, LAwsoN WILKINS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE USE OF
ACTH AND CORTISONE

Chairman: Lovs LEITER N ’

Members: Henry L. Barnett, Josern J. BuniM, ARTHUR W. GRACE,
O. H. Pearson, Louis J. SOFFER

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING DIAGNOSTIC
AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES IN DISORDERS
OF THE THYROID GLAND ’

Chairman: Davin P. Barr
Members: Wu. BarcrLay Parsons, J. E. Ravi, Cyrus C. Srturars,

SipNey C. WERNER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING HORMONAL
MANAGEMENT OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS .

Chairman: C. P. Riroaps
Members: Ira T. Naruanson, James J. Nickson, Ruron W. Rawson,

W. W. Scott, WiLLET F, WHITMORE, JR.
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Autobiographical material by leo Wiener in the
ing Transcript. :

"Stray leaves from my Life."

Boston Even-

March 19, 1910, Part III, p. 2. Student days in Berlin,
Vegetarianism, and decision to come to America,

Mar ch 26, 1910, Part III, p. 2.
II. Arrival in America from Berlin. Landing in New
Orleans, working in a mill, Left there to go to work
on construction of reilroad from New Orleans to Meridian,
Miss,

April 2, 1910, Part III, p. 2. Amusing Adventures in a
Primeval Forest. Work on the railroad. A minor
accldent damaged some equipment and led to dismissal.
Norked way back to Meridian doing odd jobs,

April 9, 1910. Part
IV; Wanderings
Destination was

IV, p. 2.
in Mississippi and Kansas,
Kansas and a Swedish vegetairan.

April 16, 1910, Part III, p. 4.
Life on a Kansas farm and drudgery in a City.
First experience with out-of-doors employment -- very
nappy in farm work. Many jobs in Kensas-eity Odessa,
As janitor in a dry goods store, Teacher in Odessa
schools. then to Kansas clty.

April 23, 1910, Part III, p. 6.
VI, As Teacher and Student in Kansas City.
"I taught...by giving myself all to my pupils...by
imparting, not knowledge, but the desire for knowledge."
Because of interest in languages of Central American
Indians. planned to go to Yucatan and Guatemala.

April 30, 1910, Part III, p. 10. |
VII, Kansas City Society and Psychic Research,
Strong condemnation of soclety people. Intolerance of
psychic phenomena because of its quackery,
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3 ao m x ny |Foeso Graduste School, hero

he svent a yorr specializine in scientific sudbilocts, and 33 now nt Cornell str lying

for the Ph.D, degree, which he will undonltedly zein st cn m when most toys are

besinnine thelr conllese careers,

tls clsters, Constance nd Bertha, ororien + N een 1:  re Yemen er» =r b ] ”ro Q FaThe dkaine re

record, Constaror pypt  Ann Michaochnel vee 1 Carteliane, and will le

rendy to onter Her a in a couple of year, Bertha, eisht years old, has still

to wears in the srarrnr school, but her father is convinced that, after entering

the hirh school, sho will orewrens ao rapidly ma to te cunlified for collere before

thirtesn, Frit-, the Wahy of the family, in tll) eo roan that nothinzs can be

credictod of ris future, hut his father confidently expects that 1t will be fully

ng strikine ap thant af his brother and sisters

here is no reccon why 1t should not bel? he mald, "for he will receive

exactly the some kind of treininz that they have received, =nd I em positive 1t

is to the trainins tht ve rust ntiribute the results scoured with them. It is

All nonsense to sy, as cone penule do, tht Morbert and Constnnce «nd Bertin are

amasunlly gifted children. They are notline of the sort, If they know more then

sthor children of their nro 1t is beemuse tler have been trrined differently.



"ag Coe 0f the Viner Children TNO
- » 2

“Just hat metodo "nu Words

I believe, to bersin with, tre rt LFS 7 warn frien T{~nng Sim ny rents

sec: to resnrd them, and t}- f their natural Intellirence is recornired and wisely

directed they will display  mat eratifvine brichtnese and resronriveness, Instend

- or, worse still, resrossing them, rof le~vinz therm to their own devices —

renernlly done —- they shuld be encournmed to use thnir minds, to thin: for them

selves, to come as close as they cn to the intellectu~l level of tlcir parents,

"This is not 20 hard a task as one would imerine., It requires, thoush, on the

' «he nerents, a constant watchfulness over their words and actions, When in

the presence of their children they should use only the best of English, must dle-

cuss subjects of re-l moment and in s coherent, logienl war! must meke the children

feel that they consider them capable of sppreciating all that is sald, In a word,

the parents rust from the besinning surround their children with an intellect

stimulating environment; or, as you would perhaps prefer to sy, rmst utilize the

power of 'suzzestion' as an ald in their development.

“What is no less important, every child should be carefully studied to determine

rptitudes, One child will haare a natural dent for mathematics, nmnother for reading,

sr drawing, and so forth, Whatever 1t is, it can be utilized dy the parent

ag affordins a line of least resistance slonz which to begin the educational process.

Take the case of ry boy Norbert, he wns eirhtesn months old, his mrse-girl one

day amsed herself by makins letters In the sand of ‘the seashore, She noticed that

he was watching her stiontlvely, and in fun she beamn to teach him the alphabet.

Po dares afterward she told me, in rrent surorise, that he knew it perfectly.

"Thinking this wns nn indication that it would not be herd to interest hin in

rendin~, 1 started teschins him how to spell at the mre of three. In a very few

weeks he was reading quite fluently, and by six was ncquainted with a minder of

excellent books, including works ty Darwin, Eibot, and other scientists, which I had



Tho Case of the ¥elner Children page 3

put in hls hands in order to ine+111 in hin somcthine of the sclent’”ic sri=it,

I did rat ~mect him to understand everythin: he read, ut I encourr~:d hin to

question me about what he 14 not understand, and, while endoavorinz- t~ make

things clear to him, I tried to makes him feel that he could, if he would, work

out his difficulties unaided, The older he zrew the more I insisted on thie, on

the one hand keepinz up his interest by letting him see that I was interested in

everythinz he was doins, and on the other encourr~* &gt;)

himself .

im constantly to think for

LEANING 70 TLINE — HOT TO Er mt

"Above 211 things, I tried to avoid what I consider the great defect of the

ordinary school education, As matters now stand, the schools put a premium en

memory. It fon't the child who thinks bast but the one who remembers most that

“Ans promotion, As a consequence the thinking faculty is starved and stunted,

My contention Is that the way to teach a child is to train him first, lest, and

all the time, how io think; to ground him in the princinles of reasoninz, so that

he can utilize and apply them in the study of any eadject,

“hen Norbert vos six I sot him to lenrninz lanmages and history, When he

wag geven 1 engnged a tutor from Harvard to give him lessons in chemistry. Between

seven and nine 1 myself taught him nlsedbra, geomelry, and trisonometry. I thus

varied his studies because 1 didn't want him to develop in any one-sided way. When

he was nine we moved t0 a small town near Ayer, Mascachuselts, where ho entered the

high school, and, at eleven, graduated at the hend of his class, In his first year

at Tufts, among other things which astonished his $nstructors, he wrote a philosophical

essay on ‘Critical Monlsm' that was hishly praised by the late Professor Janes,

There wns no subject In which he 212 not become proficient once he applied himself

to study it, And the exvlmnation is, as I have said, that he had been trained te

learn thinss not by rote but ty the exercise of his resasonin= ~v-ars,

"Cf course, this implies in the berinnins a certain amount of tactful compulsion

by the parent. The child rust be mde, in a Xindly manner, to work cut problems. in



prder that he mv acouire that sense

itself an incentive to further effort,

The Case of the Wienor Children page i

 a fyou AY—: Emo 5 Rowsfygrant"his of

a “sllowed the came methnd In educating

the two ~irls, To-d~7y, for instance, I mvre the older, the ~irl rf #+w’7a, a Letin

passers to translate, She ad it well, but there were come nistries, I told her

80, !'Whnt are they?! she naked, IM ' marlfad, "that ia for you to find out.

Tou crn do it, And you must,! The discovery that s+ relly con do "’t makng all

future study easior for her, and Increases her love of stu’

"ut, let me add, I an for from 1arinz sole stress on the education of the

intellect, I hnve soucht also to develop the rornl and esthatic side, Children, -

I constantly gr 9 thom, "vm mist nove cverrthing else be honest with yoursel=-+--

not with other peon¥e merely, hut with yourselves

thelr mother snd or * ha ginecoreo, franc, tm And I think I hve succeeded,®
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 owt oawd Hanae (10) readne A from Tufts In 1910 at the

~~» ~f fourteen, Ils thirtran-verre0ld sister is a hizsh school pupil, and the

nine ~anr-0ld sister has one ye~r more in tho rr-rmnr school, Prof, Wiener seys}

"All are encournsed to use their minds, to thin for therselves and come as ucar

to the int~llectual level of thelr parents as possiile, This necessit~tes constant

watch on the pert of the parents over their own actions to use only the best

Enrlish and to disuse sibjects of renl moment in ~ coherent logical vay. =

Horbert lenmrned his letters at eishtoon months by seeins his murse draw them

in the sand, Ho knew then all in two days. At three years he learned to spell and

waz reading fluently in a few weel:g; at six he was acquainted with such excellent

bookn as Drrwin and Ribot. He was oncourarod to question thinze he did not under-

stand, but to work out his ovm difficulties as far ng possiltle, His father

enphasized the need of learnings to think, not to memorize, At six years lansmages

and histery wore tauzht and at nine algebra, geometry and trigonometry. A variety

of studies wns tnken to avoid one-gidedness, Trctful commulsion by his parents was

believed by them to have been most yaluadle. Ye ile now st Harvard taking am post

graduate course ia philosophy, after havine radunted from Tufts and having spent

one year in graduate work eat Corn)’

It wna reported that he tried advanced work in phrsics, mathematics and biolosy

but was not succesaful; that his work in philoeophy was more satisfactory; tut that

he lacked orirsinnlity and tended to he suterficisl, It seemod imposcitle for the

boy to settle down and sather sufficient dntne-hs wonted to draw conclusions at

once nnd advance 14 sonnthine elses these conclunions vore sometimes correct mt

often ect} ~~ oo ~

From early youlh there has been a slow development of motor control, The boy

was un~ble to ploy ~ny rmmog, or oven toss and catch a nll, was switward in &amp;11 his



movements indoors, Drawing eben.

over vhen errors were nolnted out, but this ha ~~

4
-

4,

d he would do things

The college boys did not find him at all commnionehl-: he associated with

sone boys of hls own aze Tut as he could not pley their mes and they did not

care for his intellectunl achievements the tie could not be strong.

WILLIAK JAIZS SIDIS,~~Perhaps the most umsu~l boy is William James Sidis (8)

who at thirteen vas in his third year of smecial work at Harvard,

The following statement by his father, Dr, Boris Sidis of Harvard,

the theory of the boy%s education (8):

8The notion that a child's mind should be allowed to lie fallow 1s utterly

wrong and pernicious, The child is a thinkins anim-l and no power can keep him

from thinklngs; from the moment his enquiring eyes first take in the details of

his surroundings he eins the mental process which educstion is intended to

guide and develop. He observes, draws inferences from everything he hears and

sees and sees to give explanation to his thoushte, Left to hinself he ig sure

to observe inaccurately and make erroneous inferences, Unless he is taught how

to think he is sure to think incorrtctly and accuire wrong thouzht hedits,

causing him to form bad Sudsments respectins matterswital to his own and the

community welfare. His lerrning should bezin ss coon as or even before he

starts to talxr, Thore ig no dancer of overtaxines his mind, the effect will be

to develop 2nd strensthen it br azccustoming him to make habitual use of latent

energy which riost peonle never utilize at all.®

William Janes Sidis bern his education br use of his eherrvational and rr- ning

faculties Vefore he was two years old, and by the aid of blocks learned to read and

spell before he was three, Kis reading was to rive him a foundation for sound reason-

ing. He learned in six months to use the typewriter with considersble dexterity whem

only three and one helf to four years old. At six he bemn roins to school, passing



throu-h all the grades in nlf a ye-r, He studied at home for two years and entered

hish school at eirht yenrs, where he stayed three months, There seems to be some

difference in point of view, I% 13 caid that he wag so full of pranlts at the high

schoel that it wns a cause of considerable relief to have him withdraw, as °°

presence wns mnkin~ the mnintennnce of discipline very difficult, It my be added

that in his Yook on Philistine and Cening Dr, S1dis speaks bitterly of the insistence

of discipline and the lack of apprecinstion of renine in schools,

He had mastered alsebre, trisonometry, geometry, and diffcrertlal and in"

enlculus at nine or ten wera.

At eleven yenrs of nre ho entered Harvard ns n smpecial student, and is still

there at work on hirher mathemntics and science, During his first yesr In college

he delivered before the Mathermtical Club a paper on four dimensional bodies,

Dr. Groszoman states that his henlih seems to have been good, and he is large

for his age, Tut ia characterized by a certain aviownrdnoss in manual activity and

motor expression, sugzresting that certain areas of his brain which control motor

activity sre underdeveloped and that his nervous system ns not its normal strength,

That he is egotistical 1g shown from the fact of his remarkinst "I vohder whether

the school children in future generations wlll celebrate this as a holidny because

it was the day on which I besnn the study of the physienml sciences," (13) That he

is of an imarinative and nervous temperament wms shown in tis early childhood, It

is reported that a guest was sitting in the room herr ths boy, nnd she thoushtlesely

started to tear un n scrap of paver, when the child sprang upon her fiercely. His

mother explained that to him all things were alive nnd that tearing paver was hurting

somethine.

"oe e”*ict of niz sducntion scens to hove been to produce a bay who. can do

vonderful, even trillianit reasonins in mrtherntics but has difficulty in tronsferring

that rensoning power to every day af airs, In a class room at Harvard where a formula

was being explained the boy became bored and besnn to entertain himself by balancing

his hat upside down on his hend, This so distracted the rest of the class that he

was asked to refrain, When asked to rormin nfiar class he said he couldn't do At; so



the class was excused ten nimtes ernrly and tha prefsacar mnde an effort to have the

youth sea that le had no richt to do enrthine which interfered with the test conditions

for the whole class, But the "~r would not ses it In that 1i-ht, and would only say,

Vy father never told zo that," To him, it wns merely an infrincement non W

rights, Another effect of the education in thls inst-ace 1s the lack of respect for

older persons, During the discussion after his paper on four dimensiomnl bodies at

the Kathemtical Club a question was acked, and one of the older nrofeasors answerrd

it bv oxplainins in different terms thon those tha “~~ hod used; whereunorn =ounz

51dis turned to hin s=vinst "I enn not sera that vou Prva Ad 8A anwthine ta the

ddacnasinn,¥

Several other children have Yeon educnted alon~ the Yl ine Ir. Boris Sidis ndvocatos

vith something of the same results,
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Tusion to Norbert YViecrmer in our last iemo (December, 1712,

vom bh”

fethear

! . in accordance with th rien x Tarhert "fener and his

‘an 4 ¥iign Drlhaawtae ~tntementa, to print the following

letters suvrnlied

FARVAYD UNIVERSITY
TH GRADUATE SCHOOL OP AKTS AND SCIENCES

2% UNITYZESITY FALL, CAMMLMIDOE, MASSACHUSETTS

22 ¥ehruerry, 1713,

DEAL FPPOTTRAALFPEOTERIOR WImuTR

In resmanzse in voenr escuord for » statement of the record of ror son Forbert

Wiener in the Craduste School of Arts and Sciences of Terverd University 1 beg to

state thot he entered the Oradunte School of Arts and Sciences in September, 1909,

and that he has mmrgued sreadunts studies here since thet time with the exception

of the werr 1010-11, which he soent at Cornell University, His record in courses

for the years 1209-10 and 1711-12 43 ne follows!

1907

Physics

Bots-

pe

Philoso™

ae

Hr. Wiener holda this year a University &amp;

as a candidate for the desree of Doctor of Pr

, and

Pg

h veen accented

wg

Sincerely -

(Sizned) CHALLES H, EASKIZS,



Conrmnicntions » r

ARVARD UIV.LSITY
IM GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ANTS AND SCIZLCSS

2h UNIVERSITY HALL, CAVDRIDGE, MASSACHUOMTTS

18 Pobrunry, 19213.

AR PHOFES®AT 17T

The record ef rour son, Norhert Wiener. na contnined in rv Y-tter of [2 February

should be supplemented Yr the fact that he received the derrenm of Master of Arts from

Harvard University in June, 1912, 1 may add, also, thot as a Candidate for th-

doctorate in the Divieion of Fhilosenhy Hr. Wiener has succe =~
 «» 4 w ne cead $h:

preliminary emnination required of candidates for the derres J #h~% Division,

Very trvdv yours.

(51mmed) CMAELES HE, BASKING,

TUFTS COLLESE

OFFICE ©“ TI DEAN
TUPTS COLLFAZ, MASSACHEUGMRTS, Fedbru-ry 173, 1713.

Mr. Eorbert “iener wag ndnit’

De ’September, 1°0CA. On date of ne 22 °

Course at Tufts Collere in

Prr33 e 4we of 7 r
opiwy Uy Ss 0

wrote as follows to William R, Shipman, who was then Denn of this Institution, "1

consider his educational trainine as thoronsh and perhaps broader then that of the

average man ent-rine collere, but in many ways he is a boy of eleven, If you can

consider his are in sone wars (not in educational standarda) I an sure he will get

along all richt.”

Denn Shivren sceented the boy, and the -bleme which his = ~ragented to the

collere were so

Colleme so that he could live at home durine his collere course, Ha received fifteen

Carnegie units in entrance credits, and pursued a collese course for tiree years at
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B in £0 gemester hours

C in OQ aseresteor hrrurs

Eis m) tor devarinent was Philosorhy, 2lthou~h 13 421 a rreat deal of work

In Hathematiae

The instrr~tars at Tufts Collere found him better then Ihe avernra student in

Clansraon work, In the Devartment of Chemistry the first sulloct vhich ha pursued

weg Chermiatre 36 wh takh grüine=""7 ramires three subiects In ths do Fr

erereculgites. The fact that he obtained A in this subject ghota £h- +.
- - va Ganable

-
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BOONTON RADIO

TELEPHONE BOONTON 8-3200 (ospotadon BOONTON,NEWJERSEY,U.S.A.

bez
August 8, 1952

Massachusetts
Cambridge 29,

Institute of Technology
Massachusetts

Attention: Professor Norbert LL. Wiener

Dear Sire

The Institute of Radio Fngineers, North Jerscy Subsection,
comprises a rather large and diversified group of professional
electronic engineers working in the fields of research, develcnnent,
education and production throughout the North Jersey area and holds
menthly technical meetings throughout the Winter season for the
purpose of nresenting outstanding vavers in the field of science and
engineering,

It is indeed a pleasure to advise you that a large group
of our membership, including several distinguished members of the
Fell Telephone Laboratories, have requested us to invite you to
offer an informal paper on the subject of Cybernetics at our October
meeting to be held on Wednesday, October 8. 1952,

There is a great deal of intense interest in this new
field in which you have so ably picneered and we would regard it
both a pleasure and an honor to have you as our guest speaker,
Many of us have remembered your lectures during our stay at MIT
and loox forward esgcerly to yvour accepbtence,

Would you please favor us with your early reply so that
we may make the necessary arrangements? We suggest that should you
accept our invitation you may wish to plan to arrive in New York at
approximately L:CO P.M. on Wednesday, October 8, and return on the
sleencr leaving New York at midnighte

18
Thank you for your consideration of this matter and let

hore that we may have the nleasure of receiv’ vou as our guests

Very trul-

BOONTON RADIO CORPORATICH

&gt;

“neineer

HIT, *mb

-

' rma.AM PLN



Alfred Megner Verlag FRANKFURT AM MAIN. HEBELSTRASSE 17 - RUF 54057/58

BANKKONTO: FRANKFURTER BANK-POSTSCHECKKONTO: FRANKFURT AM MAIN NR. 50041 (A
Herrn
rrofessor Norbert Wiener

Ihr Zeichen

5%, Cedar Road

Belmont, Mass,

Ihre Nachricht vom Unser Zeichen

Dr.V/st

Luftvrost

Datum

2.8.52.

Hochverehrter Herr Professor,

in wenigen Wochen wird die deutsche Ausgabe Ihres Werkes
"Human Use of Human Beings" unter dem Titel

"Mensch und lienschmaschine"

in meinem Verlage erscheinen. Flr bestimmte Propaganda-
maßnahmen ist es von großem Vorteil, ein Bild des Autors
mit zu verwenden, Beispielsweise haben wir Ende September
hier die Buchmesse. Viele Sortimenter werden unsere Aus-
lagen besuchen. Bei dieser Gelegenheit zeizen wir gerne
unsere Autorenbilder.

Leider steht uns fir diesen Zweck ein Photo von Ihnen
nicht zur Verfügung. Herr Professor Walther, Darmstadt.
an den wir uns deswegen wandten, empfahl uns, Ihnen
unsere Bitte nach einem Photo von Ihnen unmittelbar
vorzutracen.

§ir waren Ihnen, hochverehrter Herr Professor, außer-
aentlich dankbar, wenn Sie uns ein Photo von Ihnen
freundlichst zukommen lassen wollten, und empfehlen uns

mit ausgezeichneter Hochachtung

ME...

| Pfr a
 =
 J"

ee

 4

®’ A
a 4} Vaal

KRN

ALFRED METZNER VERLAG

Wein
‘Dr. Voigt)



August 11, 1952

Commander, USNOTS, Pasa Annex
3202 East Foothill Blvd. |
Pasadens 8, California

Attn F.R. Marshall

Dear Sirt

Professor Wiener has asked me to thank you for your
request for a reprint of his psper, "Comprehensive View of
Prediction Theory." I am sorry to say that there are no
reprints of this paper available. However, if coples
of the paper are made in the future, one will be sent to
YOU.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. G.B. Baldwin
Secretary to Prof. Wiener
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Jonny Winky ; SONS, INC.
W. O. WILEY,

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
E. P. HAMILTON,

PRESIDENT
E. A. SMITH,

VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; TREASURER
MARTIN MATHESON,

VICE-PRESIDENT
W. B. WILEY,

VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS

440 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

THEODORE COBURN,
ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT

J. 8. SNYDER,
ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT

J. 8. BARNES,
ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT

TELEPHONE
MURRAY HILL 9-7630

August 12, 1952

Mr. Russell L. Ackoff
Department of Engineering Administration
Case Institute of Technology
Cleveland 6, Ohio
Dear Sir:

We are quite willing to grant you permission to
reprint the material listed below, provided:

The illustrations or quotations to be used
have appeared in our books without credit
or ecknowledgment to another source.

Suiteble acknowledgment to the source be
given, preferably in the following form:
"Reprinted with permission from (author)
(Title) (Copyright Date), John Wiley &amp;
Sons, Inc."

In respect to this method of giving credit, however,
vo are willing to accept the standard editorial practices of
other publishers as long as the essential items above are in-
sluded.

This borrowed material will be used in
your book,

THE DESIGN OF SOCIAL RFSEARCH, to be published by the Univer-
sity of Chicago Press.

Sincerely yours,

Jd

, Barnes

Ssistant Vice President

Deming, SOME THEORY OF SAMPLING, 73 words from pp. 5L3-49, 25
words from p. 15.

Wiener, CYBERNETICS, 11k words from p. 9.

Ce i



"TMON AND SCHUSTER, INC.
publishers

ROC" .CR CENTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20 « TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

August 12, 1952

Deer Dr. Wiener:

Thank you very much for the copy of
STRAY LEAVES FROM MY LIFE by your father. Is this
all that he ever wrote of it? It is a most inter-
esting document.

I shall follow your irstructions in
regard to the inserts, and as soon as there is some-
thing to bother you with in the way of galleys, I
shall do so. This, however, will not be for some
weeks still,

sincerely,
Very |

Som
Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth, N. He.

hws ‚1f

~—n
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CLASS OF SERVICE WESTER™

UNIO
This is a full-rate

Telegram or Cable-
gram unless its de-
ferred character is in-
dicated by a suitable
symbol above or pre-
ceding the address.

fhe filing time shown in the date lineontelegrams and e-- letter“ ”"ANDARD TIME at point of origin, Time of r~~

BAL40Y CTAS72

i201 7 SYMBOLS N

DL=Day Letter

NL=Night Letter

LT=Inc Letter Telegram
, VLT=Int'l Victory Ler,
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115)
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7727P47570 "TIME at point of destination

152 706 13 Fl 5 Ol
CTs/@B132 NL PD=Y@ CLEVELAND OHIO. ©

NORBERT WIENERa DEPT OF MATH=
MASS INST OF TECH CAMBRIDGE MASS=

RE OUR LETTER OF JULY 2% NEED PHOTOGRAPH AND

BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL FOR ADVANE PUBLI1ITY YOUR
LECTURE ON HERITAGE

SOON AS POSS IBLE=

OF MODERN MAN SER1ESw PLEASE SEND AS

CLEVELAND COLLEGE ELEANOR F ARNHAM
DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY=

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM 1TS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

August 13, 1952

prof, Norbert Wiener
So, Tamworth, N.H.

Dear Prof. Wlener:

I hope the enclosed has not seemed too long a time in
coming. I wanted to make sure I understood it myself
before writing it up. My attempts in this direction
resulted in a number of commen®s added to the outline,
which I hope won't appear too gratuitous.

Sincerely,

Armand Siegel

AS:h

9.8. I am leaving for a brief vacation August 1, and
4111 be back August 26.

2S.



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

August 1, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have been working in the Math Department during the
coast two weeks while Miss Goodwin has been on vacation.
Hence, I was here when the enclosed telegram came this
norninge.

I have made a copy of some blographical material I
out together last winter. I am enclosing it for you
to check over before sending it to Cleveland. I looked
for a publicity photograph in your files and didn't find
one=--1t would probably be a good idea to have such a
rhoto taken, wouldn't it?

[ am so glad that you are feeling more "like your old
self" and are planning a couple of lectures during the
Fall term. I'm sure the summer has been a restfil one

For you.

[I am planning to work with you through the fall
semester, but I shall write to you about this within
a day or two. So I am lodking forward to seeing
vou in fine fettle about the middle of September.

Sincerely,
-

Vrs. G.B. Baldwin

p.s. My warm greetings to Mrs. Wiener!



August 1, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener!

I have been working in the Math Department during the
past two weeks while Migs Goodwin has been on vacation.
Hence, I was here when the enclosed telegram came this
morning.

I have made a copy of some biogrephical material I

put together last winter. I am enclosing it for youto check over before sending it to Cleveland. I looked
for a publicity photograph in your files and didn't find
ons=«it would probably be a good idea to have such a
photo taken, wouldnt!t ii?

I am so glad that you are feeling more "like your old
self" and are planning a couple of lectures during the
fall term. Ilm sure the summer has been a resifil one
for vou.

I am planning to work with you through the fall
semester, but I shall write to you about this within
a day or two, So I am looking forward to seelng
vou in fine fettle about the middle of September.

Sincerely,

Mrs. G.B, Baldwin

Dei. My warm greetings to Mrs, Wiener!
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L220 Dresden Street
Kensington, Maryland
August 16, 1952

Dr. Norbet Wiener
Mathematics Department
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Sembridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have been quite interested in doing some work for a
Masters Thesis in electrical engineering on the topic of "Electronic
Means of Reading Type-Printed Information”.

I have read your book "Cybernetics", and have noted your
reference to the work of Dr. McCulloch on this subject. It is for
this reason that I am writing to you. I thought perhaps you would
know of some available reference sources and possibly have informa-
tion on the latest accomplishments in this work.

Thank you for any aid you can give me on this subject.

Very truly yours,

Un
Donald Reiser

/ a
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NATIONAL BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU, INC.
Affiliated with Better Business Bureaus in Principal Cities of the United States and Canada

CHRYSLER BUILDING, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

Telephone: MUrray Hill 6.3535

EDWARD L. GREENE

President

EZ

I August 20, 1952

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamorth, New Hampshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for informing us that the National Cyber-
netics Company is unknown to you.

Your viewpoint concerning the use of the word "cyber-
netics" in its trade style by any firm, without prior
consultation with you, is appreciated. In our own
case, while the subject matter of Dr. Soble's letter
of solicitation might eventually have led us to check
with you, the use of "cybernetics" in the company name
resulted in a much more immediate association with your
name and with the thought that you, as a leading in-
vestigator in cybernetics, would likely be familiar
#ith any newly begun commercial application of the
principles of cybernetics.

We would have to assign our inguiry of you to this asso-
ciation on our part since, in his letter of solicitation,
Dr. Soble did not in any direct way refer to you as one
in any way connected with or endorsing his project. We
include a copy of the original solicitations letter sent
hy National Cybernetics Company, for your interest.

Should information concerning this firm be developed which
would be of interest to you, we will write you again.

Cordially yours,

Ir Roroo #

Representative
Diana Bennett
EB

Performing a Public Service with the Support of Private Industry



NATIONAL BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU, INC.
Affiliated with Better Business Bureaus in Principal Cities of the United States and Canada

CHRYSLER BUILDING, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

A220
feat)
ST

Copy of Letter of Solicitation Sent by
National Cybernetics Company, Box 661

Lynbrook, Long Island

Cybernetics if the science of communication and control. We
have done work for the General Electric Co., and at present
we are doing work for the U, S. Government.

By applying principles of guided missiles, we have designed,
applied for patents, and built preliminary models, of elec-
tronic attachments to cutting machines and other machinery in
the needle trades, so as to make clothing automatically.

WITHOUT HUMAN DIRECTION

The engineers on our staff have written bocks on advanced topics
of cybernetics, taught at universities, and been appointed to
national committees,

This company has budgeted #100 per day for direct labor and
materials on the cutting-machine project. The Job is expected
to be perfected in three months, and the product marketed
within a year.

If you are interested, we ask you to underwrite one tenth our
budget for the cutting machine project, that is, ten dollars
per working day for four months. In return, your closest
competitors will not have such equipment,

Yours truly,

A, Soble, Ph.D.
General Manager



Ullevél, Oslo, August 21, 1952,

Professor Norbert Wiener
liassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,
T S.A.

Dear Professor Wiener,

You wrote me a very nice letter in 1950 acknowledging a
copy of a paper on Experimental Neurasthenia and Intellectual
Overstrain, (J N MD Vol, 105, May 1947). Since then I have
read "The Human Use of Human Beings" and I wonder if the
functional antithesis between "voluntary" and postural reactions
postulated in the enclosed paper fits the point of view developed
in Chapter XI p. 190, (If the essentials of this chapter has
been developed elsewhere in greater detail accessible to a
nedical (non-mathematical) reader 1 should be very grateful for
hearins about it.)

ily "Arm-neurosis" paper was written in 194€ and presented
to a non-specialistic audience which certainly makes it too
verbose Tor a highly trained reader.)

Very cincerely yours
a
\

I

x

T I. “ia A Por
pS

Trygve Braataey, 4, D,
Head of The Psychiatric Department,

Ullevaal General Hospital, Oslo, Norway,

1. 1950 7 waa al ve Mowe Cred hin,
Tomi Kantar

|
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Ulleval, Oslo, August 21, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
M.I.T.
Cembridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

You wrote me a very nice letter in 1950 acknowledging a copy
&gt;f a paper on Experimental Neurasthenla and Intellectual Over-

strain, (J N MD Vol, 105, May 1947), Since then I haveread "The Human Use of Human Beings" and I worfer if the
functional antithesis between "voluntary" and postural reac-
tions postulated in the enclosed paper fits the point of view
jeveloped in Chapter XI, p. 190. (If the essentials of this
chapter has been developed elsewhere in greater detail
accessible to a medical (non-mathematical) reader, I should
be very grateful for hearing about it.)

My “Arm-Neurosis" paper was written in 1948 and presented to
a non-speclalistic audience which certainly makes it too
verbose for a highly trained reader,

Very sincerely yours,

Trygve Braatoy, M.D.
Head of the Psychlatric Department
Ullevaal General Hospital, Oslo.

In 1950 I was at the Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kansas.

(Enelosure: Psychology vse. Anatomy in the Treatment of "Arm
Neuroses" with Physiotherapy. Reprinted from The Journal of
Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol, 115, Mar. 1952.)

/5)



SIEMENS &amp; HALSKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
WERNERWERK FUR FERNMELDETECHNIY

sentral =Tach™iicherei München

To

lire No .Jiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridesoe Mass. US A

ihre Zeichen thre Nachricht vom Unsere Zeichen

ZFb.Mü/v.B.

&amp;® MONCHEN 25
Hausanruf HofmannstraBe 51

August 21st 1952

Betrifft

Res Eighteenth Annual
Physical Society,

Meeting of the Southeastern Section of the American
ena

= ermgs.

Dear Mr. Wiener:

we read in the Physical Review, 87, No. 1, July 1, 1952 on paze 221 that you
presented on the eighteenth annual meeting of the Southeastern Section of the
American Physical Society, North Carolina, on April 10 to 12, 1952 a paper
titled:

"Quantal and Non-Quantal Uncertainties! .

This subject is of great interest to us and we, therefore, would appreciate to
obtain a copy of your paper, Should a copy not be available you would oblige us
by giving an information whether the paper will be soon published and in which
magazine, Expressing our sincerest thanks for your kindness and all vour trouble

2
{

/ .

+ i
i gw at
I

I

fag

A

Very
truly Yours

SIEMENS &amp; HALSKE
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Zaentral-Fachbliicherel
München

nA
"Dr. Rasch)

Fe deiniclozed you will find a German article

of Professor Kipfmiller" Kanalkapazitidt und Laufzeit, throwing somer further
light on these intercsting questions and which may be of interest to VOU.

Fernsprecher
Ortsverkehr 7191
Fernverkehr F40 u.F93

~ernschreiber
363721
siemens wwf mch

Drahtwort
Wernerwerk
Miinchen

3ankkonten
Bayer. Vereinsbank,
München, Konto-Nr. 203 849
Bayqg. Staatsbank,
Miinchen, Konto-Nr.KK 90153/Export

[cu
Postscheckkonto
WW Miinchen 85199
Betrieb München 96508

Giiterstation
Miinchen-Mittersendling

|

Vorsitzender des Aufsichtsrats: Hermann von Siemens Vorstand: Vorsitzender: Ernst von Siemens Mitglieder: Theodor Frenzel; Hans Kerschbaum;Adolf Lohse: Bruno Pohlmann;Paut Storch
Stellvertr. Mitalleder: Werner Vv. Linde'Eduard Milhibauer: Gerhard Tacke



THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37 - ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

August 22, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert:

Thank you very much for your letter of August 18. I
shall await your further comments on the matter with interest.
I had a useful conversation with Chandrasekhar about the
matter just the other day.

I am sure that the I.M.U. will support the conference
on transport phenomena, but it is not clear at the present
time just what form this support should take. In particular
it is anything but clear how the conference will align it-
self with reference to the different aspects of transport
phenomena. I am inclined to think that the presence of a
few mathematicians capable of calling attention to mathemati-
cal methods which might be helpful in the solution of a wide
variety of problems would be the best contribution to the
success of the conference.

Sincerely yours,

Nn  &gt; 2 rs
J

Marshall He. Stone
Acting Chairman

MHS :jlb
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This ives us a chance to state what the probability
amplitude reaily is in terms of true probability theory.
The probability amplitude 1s the average of the factor
at a given point of space-time, where is the real quantity
determining the complex coefficient of the solution of that point
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

August 25, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wienr:

The purpose of this letter is to express, for the National Science
Foundation, the appreciation and thanks for the valuable help you have
given the staff of the Division of Mathematical, Physical, and Engineer-
ing Sciences. Your thoughtful comments aid us greatly in making an
appraisal of proposed research projects on which to base recommendations
for support.

I should like to mention my personal appreciation also. There are
many difficulties in getting a program of research support under way.
It would, in fact, have been impossible to do this with objectivity and
fairness, with assurance that it is being done well, without the kind
of assistance that you have so willingly and generously provided.

One point of concern to me is that we shall not impose upon or
unduly burden you. Should it seem desirable for us occasionally to
request of you a similar review and appraisal, we hope it may prove
interesting rather than onerous; but if it should, in fact, be burden-
some, please do not have any embarrassment about telling us.

I hope you may feel the satisfaction that comes from a realization
that you are substantially contributing to one of the important activities
of the Foundation.

Cordially yours,

oe &amp;Kt
Paul E. Klopsteg ;
Assistant Director for "

Division of Mathematical,
Physical, and Engineering
Sciences





Baird,Associates, Inc
WALTER S. BAIRD, PRES.

JOHN STERNER, VICE PRES.

FRANCIS CHAMBERLAIN, TREAS.

UNIVERSITY 4-0101

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS FOR-RESEARCH AND CONTROL

THIRTY-THREE UNIVERSITY ROAD

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

August 26, 1952

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mathematics Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

When you recelve the program for the Fall Meeting of the Optical
Society you will find that your name has been listed and the title
of your paper as best we could determine on the date of closing.

The abstracts of invited speakers have been forwarded to Wallace
Brode who will include them in his announcement of the meeting and
in subsequent issues of the Journal where they would ordinarily
appear.

I am still hoping that you will have your manuscript complete at
the time of the paper so that I can hand it with the others in a
hundle to Wallace Brode. It is still my feeling that, if possible,
all of the invited papers should be included in one issue of the
Journal, We will do the best we can to assist you in making
available such comments as will be made at the meeting concerning
your paper so that you can reply rebuttal fashion if you desire.

It looks as if this is going to be one of the largest meetings
the Society has had. A total of 86 contributed papers were in
on the August 18 deadline, and I am sure that if this 1s any
Indication of the interest In the meeting it will be not only
large in quantity but high in quality.

Kindest regards.

Very truly yours,

 Lr ny

WSB/kvs



"MON AND SCHUSTER, INC.
publishers

. CENTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New Yor. “9 « TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

August 26, 1952

Dear Dr, Wiener:

Thank you for the information about
your father's autobiograrhical notes. ‘The situation
being what it is. I don'? see that there is anything
we can do about i, Tc; bad I did not get on his
trail personal’v som: Th2TS aco,

Mercadc
have pro.
with them.

~hel see to it that Concepcion
3ledped,endas soon as we

&gt; I shall bother vou

 rely,
1),

7 mew

Dr, Norbert Jiener
South Tamworth, N, H,

hws:1f



OPTICAL SOCIETY of AMERICA
ARTHUR C. HARDY, Secretary

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

August 28, 1952.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
South Tamworth,
New Hampshire.

Dear Professor Wiener:

The program of the forthcoming 0.S.A.
meeting 1s with the printer, and you will recelve
a copy in due course. When you do, you will note
that your invited paper is in a group of twenty-
five-minute papers.

The purpose of this letter 1s to tell
you that, in the material supplied to me by the
Chairman of the Program Committee, your paper had
been set down for thirty minutes. However, when
I came to make up the dummy, it would have been
very awkward to have listed your paper as thirty
minutes and the others as twenty-five, and I de-
nlided to call them all twenty-five-minute papers.

By copies of this letter, I am remind=-
ing the President of the Society and the Chalr-
man of the Program Committee that the "Invited
(25 minute) Papers" appearing at the head of the
session does not mean what it says in your case,

Sincerely,

ACH: Bo
cc: Same at M.I.T.

Brian O'Brien
Walter S. Baird

Oded



OPTICAL SOCIETY of AMERICA
ARTHUR C. HARDY, Secretary

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

August 28, 1952,
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Professor Norbert Wiener,
South Tamworth,
New Hampshire-

Dear Professor Wiener:

The program of the forthcoming 0.S.a.
meeting 4s with the printer, and you will receive
B copy in due course, When you do, you wlll note
thet your invited pepsr is in a group of twenty=
five-minute papers.

The purpose of this letter is to tell
you that, in the material supplied to me by the
Chairman of the Program Committee, your paper had
been set down for thirty minutes. However, when
I came to make up the dummy, it would have been
very awkward to have listed your paper as thirty
minutes and the others &amp;s twenty-five, end I de=
clded to call them all twenty-five=minute papers.

By copies of thls letter, I am reminde
ing the President of the Society and the Chalr-
man of the Program Committee that the "Invited
(25 minute) Papers" appearing at the head of the
session does not mean what 1t says in your case,

Sincerely,

ACH: Bo
co: Same at M.I.T.

Brian O'Brien
Walter S, Baird



YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

333 CEDAR STREET

NEW HAVEN * CONNECTICUT

August 29, 1952

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

As an essential part of our program each year,
ve ask distinguished lecturers to address our Psychology Colloquium,
a graduate-student sponsored lecture series attended by faculty
and students of the Department of Psychology. We would be honored
if you would consider speaking to us during the academic vear
L952=52e

Our plan is to hold these meetings on alternate
Tednesday af ternoons at 4 o'clock and if you are able to come we
shall be happy to have you choose 3 possible dates which would
de convenient for your schedule from the list of dates I am enclosing.
Te can then agree on a definite dete from your preferences.

I hove very much that you will be able to come.

Sincerely yours,

Jove Koran\ l

Jerry Kagan
solloaguium Chairman

Inclosure.



YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

333 CEDAR STREET

NEW HAVEN * CONNECTICUT

Dr, Norbert Wiener
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